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Satellite thermal control ensures safe operating temperature ranges for satellite
components throughout the mission life. Effects of altitude, spin, and position of satellite
radiator(s) on the thermal control of a small Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite have been
studied. Results show that change in satellite altitude, in the range considered here, does
not produce critical thermal conditions. However, satellite spin rate has a marked
influence on the satellite temperatures. Also, comparison of results for the satellite
configurations considered in this study suggests that a radiator at top provides better
thermal design conditions. Results also indicate the adequacy of the discussed
considerations for use in the design of satellites of similar configurations, missions and
orbital parameters.
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Nomenclature12
A

area

Ci

heat capacity of node i

Fi-j

view factor from node i to node j

G

radiation conductor (defined in the text)

K

material conductivity

Qi

heat dissipation of node i

6Qint

total heat dissipated by the electronic components

T

(internal heat dissipation)
temperature

Į

absorptance

ȕ

beta angle (defined as the angle between

İ

the orbit plane and the sun vector)
emittance

ı

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

a

albedo

hot

hot

i, j

node indicators

int

internal

ir

infra red

max

maximum
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s-s

satellite to space

DoD

Depth of Discharge

GM
M
LEO

Low Earth Orbit

RPO

Revolution Per Orbit

SIN
TD

Systems Improved Numerical Differencing
l
Thermal
Desktop

TMM

Thermal Mathematical Model

Geometrical Mathematical Model

Introduction
The duty of satellite thermal control system is to
maintain the temperatures of satellite components and
surfaces within allowable limits throughout the
satellite mission. Active and passive thermal control
methods are used for this purpose, which differ in
some of the thermal hardware and control strategies
they use to achieve the required thermal control action.
However, the passive method is preferable, when
simplicity, cost and reliability are the key design
considerations [1, 2]. The passive thermal control is
affected by parameters such as beta angle (the smaller
angle between the sun vector and the plane of the
satellite orbit), satellite altitude, satellite spin rate, and
the position of the satellite radiator(s) [3]. These
parameters must be considered in the thermal design
process. However, there is little information in the
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open literrature on the effects of thee above param
meters
on the thhermal controol of satellitess. In the folloowing
sections, the importannce of the aboove parameterrs are
o the
discussedd in brief, folloowing which, their effects on
thermal control
c
of a Low
L
Earth Orrbit (LEO) saatellite
are preseented in detaiil. The resultts, discussionns and
conclusioons presented in this paperr can be of heelp to
thermal designers woorking on saatellites of siimilar
configuraations, missionns and orbital parameters.

Beta An
ngle
The beta angle determ
mines the perccentage of tim
me an
object suuch as a sateellite in low Earth orbit (LEO)
(
spends inn direct sunligght, absorbingg solar energyy, and
is definedd as the anglee between the orbit plane annd the
sun vectoor [4]. Figure 1 shows a picctorial presenntation
of the deefinition of thhe beta anglee. It is the sm
maller
angle bettween the suun vector andd the plane of
o the
satellite orbit.
o
It should be noted that the beta anglee does
not definee a unique orbbit plane; all saatellites in orbiit with
a given beta
b
angle at a given altituude have the same
exposure to the sun, eveen though theyy may be orbitting in
completelly different plaanes around thee Earth [5]. Thhe beta
angle variies between +990° and í90°, and
a the directioon the
satellite reevolves aroundd the Earth determines whethher the
beta angle sign is posiitive or negative. Hence, viewing
from the sun,
s a beta anggle is positive if the satellite orbits
in a couunter clockwise direction and negative if it
revolves clockwise
c
[5]. The degree off orbital shadoowing,
which a satellite
s
in LE
EO experiencees, is determinned by
the satelliite beta angle. A satellite lauunched into an initial
orbit withh an inclinationn equivalent too the complem
ment to
the Earth inclination wiith the ecliptic, results in an initial
beta anglee of 0 degreess (ȕ = 0°) for the
t orbiting sattellite.
This allow
ws the satellitee to spend thee maximum poossible
amount of its orbital peeriod in the Eaarth's shadow, which
w
results inn an extremeely reduced absorption
a
of solar
energy. At
A a LEO of 2880 kilometers, the satellite inn orbit
is in sunliight through 59% of its orbiit (approximateely 53
minutes inn sunlight, andd 37 minutes inn shadow [4]).
On the
t other extrreme, a satellitte launched innto an
orbit that follows the terrminator, resullts in a beta anngle of
90 degreees (ȕ = 90°), annd the satellite is in sunlight 100%
of the tim
me: an examplee would be a poolar orbit initiaated at
local daw
wn or dusk on an
a equinox [6].. These orbits can
c be
taken advvantage of to keep
k
a satellitee as cool as poossible
for instruuments that reequire low tem
mperatures, suuch as
infrared cameras,
c
by keeeping the betta angle as cloose to
zero as possible,
p
or conversely, to keep a satelllite in
sunlight as
a much as possible for conveersion of sunligght by
its solar panels,
p
for solaar stability of sensors, or to study
the sun byy maintaining a beta angle as close to +990 or 90º as posssible [5].
In thhis paper, thee satellite undder study has been
analyzed in various beeta angles, rannging from 0 to 90º,
and the satellite
s
tempperatures undeer these condditions
have beenn obtained.

Figg. 1 Definition oof Beta angle [3
3]

Satellite
S
Altittude
For
F different orbital
o
inclinations of a LEO
L
satellite,,
alltitude plays a major role iin the determiination of thee
ȕ angle, whichh fixes the satellite position
n with respectt
to
o the sun and
a
determinnes the orbiit type (sunn
sy
ynchronous or
o asynchronoous orbit). In addition, at a
sp
pecific ȕ anglle, the satellitte eclipse fracction dependss
on the satellitte altitude [77]. Altitude also
a
plays ann
mportant rolee in the determ
mination of orbital
o
periodd
im
[8
8]. The eclipse fraction annd orbital peeriod, in turn,,
afffect the sateellite extremee temperatures and eclipsee
duration (batttery discharrge time), the sunlightt
duration (solarr panel operaation plus reccharge time),,
an
nd battery cycling
c
(batteery dischargee time, solarr
panel operatioon plus recharrge time). Eclipse fractionn
afffects the battery
b
tempperature and
d Depth off
Discharge
D
(D
DoD). On tthe other hand,
h
batteryy
teemperature determines
d
bbattery isoth
hermality, ann
im
mportant requuirement of satellite battteries, whichh
en
nsures that all cells chargee and discharg
ge at the samee
raate [1].
Altitude, as
a a pertinent oorbital factor, also
a affects thee
am
mount and inntensity of envvironmental faactors such ass
so
olar intensity, particulate
p
raddiation, microm
meteoroids andd
debris, and atom
mic oxygen [9,, 10]. For exam
mple, the Earthh
en
nvironment, suuch as the am
mount of atomiic oxygen thatt
ex
xists, varies with altitude chaanges.
Thereforee, a clear undeerstanding of the effects off
variations in the
t altitude oof a satellite can be veryy
mportant to the designerss of thermal control andd
im
ellectric power subsystems.
In this papper, the satelliite under conssideration hass
been analyzed in three differrent altitudes: 700, 893 andd
1000 km, annd in each case, temp
peratures forr
o
reepresenting saatellite surfacees have been obtained.

Satellite
S
Spin
n
In
n the passivee thermal conntrol method,, spinning off
th
he satellite at
a an approprriate rate (Reevolution Perr
Orbit
O
(RPO)), about one off the satellitee axis, can bee
used as a part of the overalll thermal con
ntrol strategyy
to
o ensure uniform temperaturres on the exteernal surfaces..
Studies on rotaating cylindricaal space vehiccles with bodyy
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mounted solar arrays [11-15] have shown the effect of
spin rate on temperature distributions. Petrof [11]
studied the effect of spin in minimizing the temperature
peaks in a rotating vehicle. He concluded that, with
increase in the rate of satellite spin, the extreme points
of the surface temperature shift in the direction of the
rotation, besides diminishing both maximum and
minimum temperature values. In the limit, when the
spin approaches infinity, the temperatures everywhere
approach the average temperature of the vehicle as
required by thermodynamic equilibrium. For example,
for a cylindrical satellite spinning with the sun normal to
the spin axis and having body mounted solar panels
with solar absorption to infrared emittance ratio (Į/İ) of
nearly 1.0, the satellite will run around the room
temperature [1]. Therefore, as reported by Gadalla [15],
spinning of the satellite as it orbits the earth results in
reduction in the overall temperature on the external
surfaces of the satellite. This is especially important in
the case of body mounted solar panels, because the rate
of power production by the solar cells, as shown in
Figure 2, is affected by their working temperatures [917].
In this paper, the satellite has been analyzed at
several spin rates: RPO=1, 3, 5, and 10. The No Spin
condition (RPO=0) and Quick Spin condition
(RPO=) also have been analyzed as the limiting
cases. For all the spins, temperatures of the satellite
solar panels, considered as representative surfaces,
have been obtained to show the effect of spin rate on
the satellite temperatures.
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(a)

(b)

Satellite Radiator(s) Position(s)
The external surfaces of a satellite radiatively couple
the satellite to the deep space. These surfaces, known
as radiators, are also exposed to external sources of
energy such as direct solar, albedo (reflected solar flux) and
Earth-emitted IR. Therefore, their radiative properties must
be selected so that an energy balance at the desired
temperature, between the satellite internal heat dissipation,
external sources of heat, and re-radiation to space, is
achieved. Radiators are given surface finishes, such as
white paints with high infrared emittance (İ > 0.8) and low
solar absorptance (Į<0.2), to maximize heat rejection from
the radiators, while limiting the absorbed heat loads from
the surroundings [10].
The heat removal can be arranged through one
centralized radiator (all dissipated heat going to one
centralized radiator) or several individual radiators,
distributed in the satellite. For satellites with 3-axes
stabilization, the choice of zone(s) for radiator(s)
location(s) depends on the satellite orientation along
its orbital movement. Hence, important issues that the
satellite thermal designer must address pertain to
determining the optimum position(s) of the radiator(s)
on the satellite and estimating their size [3].

(c)
Fig. 2 Temperature effects on (a) short circuit current (b)
open circuit voltage (c) maximum power of solar cells [9]

In order to size the radiator(s), the information on
the satellite orbital positions, in relation to sun, is of
great importance. The thermal designer must
determine the paths, followed by the satellite during
the course of the satellite mission, along which the
impinging fluxes are the lowest and do not vary
significantly. Regions that are mostly perpendicular to
or shaded from the solar vector are candidate locations
for placing the radiator(s). Other surfaces may have to
be insulated to reduce the effects of exposure to space.
These locations are also preferred from the viewpoint
of improved predictability.
For an isothermal space facing radiator, with
dissipating components mounted on its back (see Figure
3), the area A (one side) that will keep the temperature
Thot  Tmax, where Thot is the hot case temperature and
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Tmax is thhe maximum teemperature coonsidered accepptable
for the raddiator in orbit, is given by [18]:
6Qint
A
(1)
4
H V T  D ( solar  albedo)  H (IR)
where 6Qint is the total heat dissipateed by the elecctronic
componennts, and solar, albedo
a
and (IR
R) are heat loadds due
to sun, albbedo and Earthh IR fluxes, reespectively. Raadiator
temperatuure is sensitive to
t steadiness of
o the rejected power,
p
and approoximately 1 watt
w of energy produces
p
abouut 1 K
temperatuure change [19, 20].

Fig. 3 Energy balannce for the satelllite radiator [1]]

Connsidering the design heat loads,
l
the raddiator
area calcculated usingg Eq. (1) willl give the thermal
designer a rough ideaa about the opptimum positiion(s)
of satelllite radiator(s). If a raadiator is to
t be
positioneed on the top of the satellite (zzenith
oriented)), the IR and albedo fluux values wiill be
zero, andd radiator sizzed on the basis of Eq. (1) will
run coldd. On the other hand, for a raddiator
positioneed at the boottom of thhe satellite (nadir
(
oriented)), the IR and albedo fluxess will be non--zero,
assumingg various vallues dependinng on the position
of the saatellite in the orbit. Whaatever the caase, a
satellite radiator shoould have suufficient radiiating
area to fulfill its thhermal duty. Therefore, it is
importannt to estimate the required size and optiimum
position of satellite radiator(s) for any thermal
d
control design.
In this
t
paper, tw
wo configuraations, namelyy top
radiator configuration
c
a bottom raddiator configurration,
and
have beenn analyzed to obtain
o
the tem
mperatures of thhe top
and bottom
m surfaces of the
t satellite.

Th
hermal Moodeling and
d Analysis
In this study,
s
two sppecialized sofftware, namelly the
Systems Improved
I
Nuumerical Diffeerencing Anallyzer
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SINDA), andd the Thermaal Desktop so
oftware, havee
(S
been used for the satellitte thermal modeling
m
andd
an
nalysis. SIND
DA, a network-style (resistor-capacitorr
ciircuit analogyy) thermal siimulator and heat transferr
an
nalysis softw
ware, uses lum
mped parameeter modelingg
with
w FD methood for heat traansfer design. In general, a
user poses a heat transferr problem by
y creating ann
arrbitrary netw
work of tem
mperature po
oints (nodes))
co
onnected by heat flow paaths (conducto
ors). Thermall
Desktop
D
is a PC
C CAD-basedd thermal mod
del builder.
As requirred by the thhermal modeeling process,,
more
m
than 1000 lines of proogramming are also writtenn
fo
or the constrruction and eexecution of the Thermall
Mathematical
M
Model (TM
MM). Also, the detailedd
Geometrical
G
M
Mathematical
l Model (GM
MM) of thee
saatellite is connstructed usingg the Mechan
nical Desktopp
Environment.
E
I should be nnoted that thesse two modelss
It
co
omplement eaach other and both are neceessary for thee
th
hermal modeliing and analyssis of a satelliite.
The satelllite componennts are modeled using thee
Lumped
L
Paraameter Methhod, where networks off
teemperature pooints (thermall nodes) connected by heatt
fllow paths (cconductors) aare used to present eachh
co
omponent in the nodal network. Thee componentt
mass,
m
optical and
a thermo-pphysical propeerties such ass
heat capacitiess are assumedd to be concen
ntrated in thee
ceenter of the correspondinng thermal nodes.
n
In thee
present study, 500 therm
mal nodes are
a
used forr
modeling
m
varioous satellite coomponents. The
T number off
nodes, necessary to repreesent each co
omponent, iss
decided by the respective coomponent critiicality, i.e., itss
degree of impoortance to thee satellite misssion, and alsoo
th
he componennt sensitivityy to orbital temperaturee
variations.
The satelliite thermal moodeling and an
nalysis processs
fo
ollowed in thiss study consists of the follow
wing steps:
1. Constructting a Geomettrical Mathem
matical Modell
(GMM) using
u
Thermaal Desktop (T
TD) software..
This moddel (see Figuure 5a, b) is used for thee
estimationn of view facttors and the absorbed
a
heatt
fluxes, naamely solar (Q
Qsun), albedo (Q
Qa) and Earthh
IR (Qir), which constitute the environmental
e
l
thermal looads on the saatellite.
2. Constructting a Therm
mal Mathema
atical Modell
(TMM), consisting oof linear an
nd radiationn
conductorrs (see Figuree 6a, b, c, d):
a. The linear conduuctors, repressenting solidd
conduuction, transpoort heat in direect proportionn
to thee difference inn nodal temp
peratures: Q1-22
= G (T
( 1 - T2), wheere Q1-2 is the heat flowingg
from node
n
1 to nodde 2 through a conductor off
value G (= kA//¨x), T1 is the currentt
tempeerature of noode 1, T2 iss the currentt
tempeerature of nodde 2, K is the materiall
conduuctivity, A iis the interrnodal cross-sectioonal area andd ¨x is the distance
d
from
m
node to
t node centerr.
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Raddiation conducctors transportt heat accordinng
to the differencce in the fourth power of
absoolute temperaature: Q1-2 = G (T14 - T24),
withh G = VH1F1--2A1, where V is the StefaanBolltzmann consttant, H1 is thee emissivity of
nodde 1, A1 is thee area of node 1, and F1-2 is
the view factor frrom node 1 to node 2.
A input file by writing thhe
3. Creating the SINDA
F
likke
thermall network coddes using a FORTRAN
languagge.
4. Arrangeement of the GMM outputts, namely vieew
factors and the envirronmental heaat fluxes, whicch
TM in two files:
f
(i) the firrst
will be used in the TMM,
file conntaining data on the radiattion conductoors
for radiation heat exxchange amoong the internnal
surfaces and radiattion betweenn the externnal
satellitee surfaces andd the deep spacce environmennt,
and (ii) a second file containinng the satelliite
mal loads.
environnmental therm
5. Solvingg the resultaant thermal network usinng
SINDA
A, to obtain thee satellite tempperatures.
Figure 4 shows a schhematic of a simple satelliite
model in itts Earth orbiit. The heat loads on thhe
satellite aree also show
wn. If there is a balance
between the energies entering andd leaving thhe
satellite, thee satellite will
w
be at an
a equilibriuum
temperature,, which can be determineed by Eq. (22).
This energyy balance is defined by
b the energgy
emitted from
m the satelllite to the deep
d
space as
infrared radiiation (Qs-s) on
o one hand, and the energgy
absorbed byy the external satellite surffaces (Qsun, Qir,
Qa) and the heat dissipattion by the innternal satelliite
o
Thereffore:
components (Qi), on the other.
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b.

Qsun  Qir  Qa  Qi

Qs s

(22)

It shoulld be noted that
t
all the teerms in Eq. (2)
(
may not bee present sim
multaneously. For examplle,
during an ecclipse; Eq. (22) will be sim
mplified by thhe
elimination of the Qsunn and Qa terms. Anothher
o
a
about
Eq. (22) is that thhis
important observation
equation onlly yields the temperature of the externnal
surfaces of the
t satellite, and
a it does not
n provide anny
information about the satellite individuual componennts
s
Therefoore, in order to
or the local cold or hot spots.
m
detailedd thermal anallysis, it will be
b
carry out a more
necessary to use a finer thermal
t
netwoork and a moore
o the nonlineear
accurate messhing scheme.. In the view of
nature of thee resultant heaat transfer parrtial differentiial
equations, sppecialized sofftware for theermal modelinng
and analysis are used in thhis study.
The SINDA code provides four methodds,
f
classified as Steady State and Transiennt Methods, for
n
Thee Steady Staate
solving the equation network.
me independeent cases, or as
Methods aree used for tim
initial condiitions for transient analyyses. Transieent
subroutines are
a used to sollve governingg equations wiith
respect to tim
me.

Fig. 4 Energgy balance for a LEO satellite [2]

In the Lumped Parameter Method, th
he thermal
work of the whhole satellite iis solved in su
uch a way
netw
that at every time intervaal, the equ
uation of
ode in the
conseervation of ennergy is satisffied at each no
netw
work. The equuation system
m, with the number
n
of
equattions equal to the number oof nodes in thee network,
has been
b
analyzedd numerically as an unstead
dy system,
using
g a second ordder implicit nuumerical algorrithm. The
follow
wing equationn, for the connservation of energy at
therm
mal node i, holds:
Ci

dT
Ti
dtt

G ji

N

Qi 

¦{G ji (T j  Ti )  Gˆ ji (T j4  Ti4 )}

(3)

j 1

 kAij
°
® lij
°K A
¯ c ,ij c ,ij

(4)

The radiation
r
condductors are givven as followiing:
Gˆ ji

VH j F j i A j

(5)

a
is
The small saatellite considered in this analysis
cubiccal in shape:: the bottom side faces the
t
Nadir
(towaards the Earthh), the top sidde faces the Zenith, and
the four
f
lateral siides are coveered with solar panels.
Figurre 5a, b showss the satellite GMM modelss.
A passive theermal controll system is deesigned in
which paints, multtilayer insulattion (MLI), an
nd passive
structural radiatorss are incorporrated. The rad
diators are
paintted white (emiittance, İ>0.8, absorptance,, Į<0.2).
Solarr cells, placedd on top of aluuminum walls, are fixed
on alll lateral sides of the satellitte.
ormed by
Each thermaal analysis set is perfo
consttructing two mathematical
m
models: a geeometrical
math
hematical moddel (GMM) (seee Figure 5), consisting
of su
ub-models succh as electronic box, telemetry units,
batteries, and thee satellite strructure, and a thermal
math
hematical moddel (TMM) (seee Figure 6), consisting
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of radiaative and coonductive theermal conduuctors.
Output frrom a particular GMM, nam
mely environm
mental
heat fluxxes consisting of solar, albbedo and Eartth IR,
and raddiative view factors, are
a
used inn the
corresponnding TMM
M to obtaain the saatellite
temperatuures.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 GMM:
G
(a) solarr panels, (b) intternal componeents

(dd)
Fig. 6 Thermall network (TMM
M): (a) Electron
nic box, (b) an
electronic
e
compponent, (c) solarr panels, (d) sattellite structure

(a)

Figure 7aa, b depicts thhe satellite in two possiblee
orrbits (here shoown for ȕ=60o, 90o). Table 1 presents thee
teemperature lim
mits of the satelllite main com
mponents.
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T j n1 = temperature of node i at the next time t  't
= linear conductor attaching node j to node i

G ji


G ji

= radiation conductor attaching node j to node i

Ci

= thermal capacitance of node i

Qi

= source/sink for node i

In effect, the above finite difference equation uses
the average of the temperature derivatives at the
current and next time to predict the overall temperature
change. and next time to predict the overall
temperature change. This method is second order
accurate in time and first order accurate in space [22].

(a)

Results and Discussion

(b)
Fig.7 The satellite in its orbit: (a) ȕ=60o, (b) ȕ=90o

Table 1. Temperature limits of main satellite components
Operating
Range (ºC)

Non-operative
Range (ºC)

-50 , +120

-

-10, +25

-20, +40

-10, +50

-40, +80

Telemetry Units

-5, +50

-50, +50

Structure

-80, +80

-

Unit
Solar Panels
Battery Pack
Electronic
(E-Box)

Box

Standard software SINDA/FLUINT [21] and
Thermal Desktop [22] are used in this study for the
purpose of thermal modeling and analysis. The
transient thermal analysis is performed through
implicit forward-backward differencing given as:

Effects of Beta Angle and Altitude
In this section, effects of variation in orbit altitude,
from 500 to 1000 km, and beta angles, from 0 to 90º,
on satellite temperatures are presented for a nadir
pointing satellite.
Figure 8 shows the variations in the temperature
of the top satellite surface at various altitudes and
different ȕ angles. As shown, the top surface
temperature does not vary significantly with increase
or decrease in satellite altitude. This is mainly because
this surface faces the zenith, which means for all ȕ
angles, it only receives solar radiation: no Earth IR
or albedo radiations are received by this surface. In
addition, the amount of solar radiation depends only
on ȕ angle. Therefore, increase in altitude from 700
to 1000 km has little effect on the amount of solar
radiation received by this surface. The top surface,
being parallel to the direction of solar rays at ȕ=
±90º, receives no solar radiation, and hence, it
reaches very low temperatures. However, at ȕ=0º,
the top surface receives the maximum amount of solar
radiation during day time (the lighted part of the orbit),
and attains its highest temperature at this angle. At
0º<ȕ<±90º, the solar radiation received by the top
surface gradually decreases, resulting in a downward
temperature trend as illustrated in Figure 8.
CUBE TOP-WHITE
hot case
0
-100

-90

-80

-70

-60

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

0
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100

N

¦

j 1

2Qi



 
ª
n
n
n
«G ji T j  Ti  G ji ® T j
¯
¬

4

 Ti

(6)

n 4 ½º

¾» 
¿¼

 
N ª
4
4 ½º
¦ «G ji T j n1  Ti n1  G ji ® T j n1  Ti n1 ¾ »
j 1¬

¯

¿¼

EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE

-50

2Ci n1
Ti  Ti n
't

-100

TTOPHOT700
TTOPHOT893
TTOPHOT1000

-150

-200

-250

-300
Beta Angle

where:

Tjn

= temperature of node j at the current time t

Fig. 8 Temperature variations of the top surface at various
altitudes and different ȕ angles
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ngles, batteery temperaatures show significantt
an
difference. Figgures 12 throough 14 show
w the batteryy
teemperatures for
f orbit altittudes in the range
r
of 6000
to
o 1000 km. It may be concluded th
hat with thee
in
ncrease in beeta angle, baattery temperratures show
w
leess variationss in a particuular time periiod, which iss
due to the inncrease in tthe amount of time thee
saatellite remaains exposedd to the su
un flux, orr
co
onversely, thhe decrease inn the amountt of time thee
saatellite remaains in thee Earth sh
hadow, withh
in
ncreasing the beta angle.
CUBE SIDES (SOLAR CE
ELLS)
hot case
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The temperature variations o f the base plate at
differentt altitudes and
a
ȕ anglees are show
wn in
Figure 9. As deppicted, the temperature has
decreased with increaase in the altiitude, reachinng its
m value at 1000 km.. This obseerved
minimum
behaviorr may be exxplained by the fact thaat the
amounts of IR and albedo
a
radiattions receiveed by
the basee plate decreease with inncreasing altiitude,
resultingg in lower te mperatures. In addition, for a
given alttitude, the Earth
E
IR radiation shows little
variationn with variattions in ȕ anngle and rem
mains
almost constant,
c
whiile the albeddo decreases with
increase in ȕ angle [1]. Since at ȕ= ±90ºº, the
r
by the base plate
p
reachees its
albedo received
minimum
m value, this surface is mainly
m
affecteed by
the Earthh IR radiatio ns. Thereforre, for each of
o the
three altiitudes considdered in this study, the loowest
temperatture of the base
b
plate occcurs at ȕ= ±90º.
Also, deepending on the altitudee, the base plate
receives the maximuum amount of
o solar radiaations
at ȕ anngles ranginng from ±60º to ±70º.
Accordinngly, maximuum temperattures for the base
plate occcur at these ȕ angles (see Figure 9).
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Fig. 10 Tempperature variatioon of the laterall surfaces at
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different
altitudees and ȕ angles
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Fig. 9 Teemperature variiation of the base plate at diffferent
altitudes and ȕ anglees

The variations in the tem
mperature off the
satellite lateral surfacces at differeent altitudes and
a ȕ
angles are
a shown inn Figure 10. The satelliite is
assumed to be a quickk spun one. As
A shown, thee four
lateral suurfaces, whichh are coveredd with the sattellite
solar paanels, have attained uniform temperrature
profiles due to the quick
q
spin off the satellite. The
m and minim
mum amount of solar radiiation
maximum
received by the solar panels are obbtained at ȕ=
= ±90º
and ȕ= 0º,
0 respectively. Corresponndingly, as shown
in this figure, thee maximum
m and miniimum
temperatuures of the solar panels occur at theese ȕ
angles, reespectively.
Figuure 11 presennts the batterry temperaturres at
ȕ=0 to 90º and 5000 km orbit (for the firsst 20
periods). As shown, at
a ȕ=70º comppared to otherr beta

Fig.
F 11 Battery temperature
t
forr orbital hot case, at ȕ=0 to 90ºº
and 500 km altitude (foor the first 20 peeriods)

Fig.12
F
Battery temperature for orbital hot casee, at ȕ=0 to 90º
and 600 km altitude (foor the first 20 peeriods)
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Fig. 15 Total heat flux
fl absorbed byy the base platee at various
altitudes andd for the hot casse orbital condittion
Fig. 13 Batteryy temperature for
f orbital hot case,
c
at ȕ=0 to 90º
9
and 8000 km altitude (for the first 200 periods)

Fig. 16
1 Temperaturees of an electronnic unit and thee base plate
at ȕ=00 to 90º and 9000 km altitude

Fig. 14 Batteryy temperature for
f orbital hot case,
c
at ȕ=0 to 90º
9
and 10000 km altitude (for the first 200 periods)

Comparrison of the results
r
for diffferent altituddes
shows that with
w the increasse in altitude to
t 1000 km, the
t
critical beta angel
a
tends tow
ward a value close
c
to 60º. The
reason for thhis observed phenomenon
p
can be explainned
by considerinng environmeental heat loadds as shown in
Figure 15 whhich presents thhe total heat fllux consisting of
solar, albedo and the Earth IR, absorbed by
b the base plaate
at various alttitudes. As shhown, the maxximum heat fluux
pertains to ȕ=60º
ȕ
at 10000 km altitudde. Temperatuure
results for ann electronic unit and the basee plate at ȕ=0 to
90º and 900 km
k altitude aree given in Figuure 16. It shouuld
be mentionedd that a good agreement exiists between the
t
temperatures of the electroonic unit and the base plat
ate.
This surface, which acts as the satelllite radiator, is
influenced byy the space ennvironment andd the beta angle,
and dependinng on the amouunt of absorbedd heat flux, it can
attain variouss equilibrium teemperatures.

Temp
peratures of the
t solar paneels at ȕ=0 to 90º, with
10º in
ncrement, aree shown in Figgure 17. Comp
parison of
resullts shows that due to the abssence of eclipse and the
existence of compplete sunlight at ȕ=60º and
d 1000 km
altitu
ude, the large temperature vvariations, wh
hich result
from
m the sunlit annd eclipse peeriods in the orbit, are
reducced and the soolar panel tem
mperature variiations are
only due to the sattellite slow spiin (RPO) in th
he orbit.

Fig. 17
1 Temperaturees of one of the solar panels at ȕ=0 to 90º
a 1000 km alltitude
and
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rate (RPO=). Temperatures of the four solar panels
for the limiting case of quick spin (RPO=) are shown
in Figure 22. In addition, the variations in the
temperature of a single solar panel at various spin rates
are depicted in Figure 23. As shown, in the case of
quick spin, the maximum and minimum temperatures
vanish, and the temperatures of the solar panels reach a
value close to that of room temperature.

Effects of Spin Rate
Figure 18 shows the limiting case of Zero Spin
(RPO=0), in which a side facing the sun is heated to
high temperatures (>125 ºC), and the other three sides
receive no solar heat flux, and hence, are at very low
temperatures (<-80 ºC). The case of zero spin presents
the worst thermal condition, as all the solar panels
must endure severe thermal states.

TEMPERATURES OF SOLAR PANELS AT 3RPO (Hot Case)

TEMPERATURES OF SOLAR PANELS AT RPO=0
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Fig. 20 Temperatures of solar panels at RPO=3

85.75

Fig. 18 Temperatures of solar panels, the no spin limiting
case (RPO=0)

TEMPERATURES OF SOLAR PANELS AT 10 RPO (Hot Case)
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Solar panels temperature variations at RPO=1 and hot
orbital case are shown in Figure 19. Here, the four
solar panels show similar temperature variations, and
the minimum temperature has increased to about -55
ºC, while the maximum temperature has decreased to
about 115 ºC. However, the temperatures of the solar
panels are still far from satisfactory.
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Fig. 21 Temperatures of solar panels at RPO=10
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Fig. 19 Temperatures of solar panels at RPO=1

Figure 20 shows the remarkable improvement in the
temperature conditions for RPO=3. The temperature
range is now between -14 ºC to 78 ºC.
Solar panels temperature variations at RPO=10 and hot
orbital case are demonstrated in Figure 21. It is
important to note that further increase in spin rate
ultimately results in the limiting case of infinite spin

Fig. 22 Temperatures of solar panels for limiting case of
quick spin (RPO=)
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TEMPERA
ATURES OF A SOLAR PANEL AT VARIOUS
S SPIN RATES (Hot Casse)
RPO 10

RPO 0

RP
PO 3

RPO 5

Quick Spin

s
is
equillibrium tempperature of a radiator surface
affeccted by the quuantity of fluxx, namely solar, albedo
and the Earth IR, received byy the surface from the
envirronment. Forr the top suurface (zenith facing)
radiaator, the albeddo and IR fluux will be zeero, which
mean
ns the radiatorr only receivess the solar flux
x. This, as
show
wn in Figure 24,
2 results in lower tempeeratures of
the to
op surface (raadiator) compared to the temperature
of thee MLI covered bottom surfface.
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Fig. 23 Tem
mperature variaation of a singlee solar panel at
variouss spin rates

The increasiing spin rate diminishes both
b
maximuum
and minimum
m temperaturre values. In the
t limit, when
the spin approaches
a
infinity, thee temperaturres
everywhere approach the average tem
mperature of thhe
r
by thermodynam
t
mic equilibrium
m.
vehicle as required
Satellite spinn can be usedd to improve the
t temperatuure
distribution in
i a satellite.
A compparison of thee temperaturee results of thhis
study with flight tempeeratures resultts reported by
b
Badari and Venkata
V
Redddy [23] show
ws that for booth
cases, tempeeratures of thee body mounteed solar panels,
fixed on the satellite lateraal sides, matchh well.

/ 23

85.75

B
Radiattor Configuraation
(ii) Bottom
For a radiator possitioned at thee bottom of th
he satellite
(nadiir oriented), thhe IR and albedo fluxes wiill be nonzero. In this case,, the bottom surface is alw
ways nadir
pointting and the radiator
r
will receive albed
do and the
Earth
h IR heat fluux. Hence, inn general, th
he radiator
temperature will bee higher for thee bottom surfaace radiator
confiiguration (seee Figure 25). This meanss that the
temperatures of various
v
compoonents in thee satellite,
nding on theirr relative posittions with resp
pect to the
depen
satelllite radiator, will
w be higherr for the botto
om surface
radiattor configuraation than thee top surface radiator
confiiguration.

Effects of Radiator
R
Position
Temperaturees of the top and bottom surrfaces at ȕ=600Û,
for the two radiator
r
positiions considereed in this studdy,
are shown inn Figures. 24 and
a 25, respecctively.

Fig. 25 Temperattures of the top and bottom surrfaces at
ȕ=60º (thee bottom radiatoor configuration
n)

Conclusion

Fig. 24 Tem
mperatures of thhe top and bottoom surfaces at
ȕ=
=60º (the top raddiator configuraation)

(i) Top Radiaator Configurration
In this configguration, the top
t surface, which
w
acts as thhe
satellite radiator, faces thhe deep space, and thereforre,
exchanges heat radiaatively withh the spaace
environment. At constant internal heat dissipation, thhe

The following coonclusions caan be drawn from the
resullts:
x Change
C
in thhe satellite aaltitude, in the
t
range
co
onsidered in this
t
study, dooes not produ
uce critical
th
hermal condiitions, and hhence, passivee thermal
co
ontrol can stilll be used withh sufficient relliability.
x Spin rate has a marked inffluence on th
he satellite
teemperature distribution.
d
S
Spin rate equ
ual to or
greater than 3 RPO will result in goo
od overall
d
iin the satellite solar
teemperature distribution
panels.
x The
T maximum
m and minimuum temperaturres vanish
in
n the quick sppin case; the teemperatures of the solar
panels approacch room tempeerature.
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x The top surface radiator configuration results in
lower temperatures as compared to the bottom
surface configuration, and therefore, it could be the
preferred configuration for small satellites with
similar shapes and mission requirements.
x Comparison of the results with flight temperatures
results reported by other researches indicates the
adequacy of the discussed considerations for use in
the design of satellites of similar configurations,
missions and orbital parameters.
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